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Introduction to the External Day Services Consultation
Cornwall Council has a responsibility to ensure that there is a range of
support services for adults who have an eligible support need.
The Commissioning Team within Education, Health and Social Care are
undertaking a tender exercise for all externally provided day services for
adults with support needs. These services will be available alongside the in
house council run services.
The services are provided for adults with an eligible support need. This can
apply to adults with a learning disability, physical or sensory disability and
older people.
Cornwall Council currently spends in the region of £3 million per year on
external (non-council) day services with a wide range of providers. There
has not been a full tender for several years and, in line with good
commissioning practices, there now needs to be a full review of all
externally purchased services.
The main aims of the commissioning process are to ensure:
 High quality services
 Care Act 2014 compliant
 Increasing the range of provision
 Improves choice
 Health and safety compliance
 Embeds safeguarding
 Embeds outcome focused services
 Improves value for money
 Transparency over what we spend
This report covers all 19 of the consultation events on day services and the
surveys that were completed.
There were 446 responses across all activities.

Thank you to everyone who participated.
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The Institute of Public Care Commissioning Cycle
Cornwall Council undertakes all Education Health and Social Care
commissioning in line with the IPC commissioning cycle tool.

The consultation completed to date has helped us understand the needs and
the current provision and any key gaps. This is within the analyse segment.
There will be further co-production of the services specification which fits
into the plan segment. Stakeholder engagement and two way
communication runs through all segments of the model.
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The Consultation
In order to ensure that the tender outcomes meet need, we have consulted
with 3 key groups of people:
1. Service users, current and potential
2. Carers
3. Social care professionals
There will be provider events following the consultation.

How and who we consulted
Face to Face
Face to face events and focus groups were held during January and
February.
The sessions were led by organisations with specialist expertise within the
sector and with the client group.
Learning Disability
Cornwall People First led the events for adults with a learning disability. CPF
is a user led self-advocacy charity for adults with a learning disability There
were two events at Pensilva and Penzance. The locations were chosen as
they are both used as Learning Disability Forum meeting venues. We knew
that they were suitable for people with a disability, that staff were friendly
and welcoming and that many people would be familiar with the setting.
Older People/Wider Social Care
Transformation Challenge Team led the events for older people and people
with wider social care needs. These sessions ran as a series of focus groups,
normally in the venue where people were already meeting. There were 8
focus groups, including events held at 3 of the 6 bespoke older persons’ day
services in the county. Transformation Challenge is Cornwall Council and
partners in the voluntary, community and social enterprise sector working
together to improve how services are commissioned, managed and
delivered.
Carers
The Carers Service led the events for carers. There were two events in
Redruth (west) and Camelford (north). The Carers Service offers an
information and support to all people who provide unpaid and informal care.
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Where
The map shows the locations where we held the consultation events:

Survey
There was an online survey and easy read printable questionnaires were
widely available. The survey was open for 6 weeks and closed on 12th
February 2016. The surveys were widely circulated amongst providers, day
services, carers and professionals.
The easy read questionnaires were in two formats, one designed by
Cornwall People First specifically for adults with a learning disability; and
one for all adults. The questions were similar but with some specific
additions.
There was a specific survey for carers. This was also available online and in
paper version.
The online survey tool allowed us to ask the same initial data questions
(age, gender) and then whether the person completing the survey was a
carer or someone who may use day services. The programme then split the
question pathway that the person would follow.
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Professionals
Significant insight could be gained by talking to the staff who daily assess
and support adults with a social care need. In addition to the close working
links with the managers for the internal day services we attended three
Adult Social Care team meetings. These were across Cornwall in Liskeard
(east), St Austell (mid) and Camborne (west).
Health professionals were engaged via the Big Health Group and through
input at the Learning Disability Partnership Board. There was a meeting
with the NHS Clinical Lead and Programme Manager for Learning
Disabilities.
Email
A specific email address was set up so that people can easily submit ideas
and further information. externaldayservices@cornwall.gov.uk
Follow Up Reviews
As the consultation was wide ranging and included many different groups
we wanted to check that we had captured all of the key information. We
also wanted an opportunity to go back to people and say “this is what you
have told us – does it ring true?”
Three further events were held in March. These were not client group
specific but were open to all people who had been engaged in the
consultation, as well as welcoming new people into the process. Cornwall
People First were the lead for these sessions. The events were in Redruth,
Liskeard and Falmouth.
The locations were chosen to ensure we had good cover across all of
Cornwall.
Provider Events / Market engagement

Specific provider events will take place following all service user
consultation. This is to allow us to consolidate the consultation events and
to shape the outline specification. The market engagement events will focus
on the move to tender. Many providers will be actively involved in the next
stage of consultation.
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Above is the introduction session to one of the consultation events. The
exercises were set out on the table and people could move about as they
wanted.
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Consultation Events
Adults with a Learning Disability
Events were led by Cornwall People First. CPF is a user led self-advocacy
charity for adults with a learning disability.
There were two events: Pensilva in the east of the county on January 20th
and Penzance in the west of the county on January 21st 2016.
The format for the day was based on 3 exercises. These have been written
up here separately for each day. The exercises were:
1. Me Too
People were asked to introduce themselves and say what they liked
to do during the day or the evening or weekend. Anyone else who
liked doing this activity raised their arm or stood up and said “me
too”.
The numbers of people were counted against each activity. This
gave a good indication of what people enjoy.
2. Service Planning
Each table was given a sheet of flipchart paper and asked to design
a good service. Good meant what met their needs.
There were prompt questions on the table such as opening times,
location, need for a building.
3. Auction
Each table was given a pack containing money, each note
represented £50 and a list of items that they could bid for. Tables
were able to suggest other items if they felt anything really
important was missing.
The table was asked to discuss and decide what they wanted to
spend their money on. An auction of all the items was held with
tables bidding against each other.
This helped us to understand what people were prioritising and what
was most important to them.
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Learning Disability Day 1 - Pensilva
23 service users attended. People had a wide range of needs and
disabilities. All had learning disability, many also had a physical disability
and several people used a wheelchair or mobility aid. There were 35 people
in total including carers and support staff; plus 3 Cornwall People First
facilitators and 3 council staff.
There was one individual who did not currently attend day services. Two
parents attended as representatives of the person they care for. [Note that
the representatives did not participate in the Me Too session but were
involved in the other sessions.]
Service users were asked which service they used.
This included: the Priory, Home Farm Trust, Blantyre, Morley Tamblyn
Lodge. Only one service was identified by each person. Some people attend
more than one service and also use other community resources.

Evening

Day

1. Me Too

Activity

No of People

Volunteering

6

Cooking

10

Horse riding

7

Priory

8

Computer work

8

Knitting

4

Work

6

Helping people

12

TV

15

Beach Walks

9

Walking

8

Disco

9

Housework

7
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4

Listening to music

23 = everyone

Evening jobs

4

Cook at college

3

Dancing

8

DVD

8

Shopping

13

Sewing

3

Going out in the car

4

Weekend

Walk around town

2. Service Planning
Each group was asked to give feedback on what they felt was most
important about the service they planned.
Group 1









Would like services at the weekends and in the evenings.
Some people have personal assistants who help them attend
activities in the evenings and at weekends.
Would like to do things like attend shows/ cinema.
It is not important to have our own building – would like somewhere
to meet that has facilities and go from there to other activities.
It is important to have a base to meet that is dry, warm and has
toilets and a café, but do not need to stay there.
Would like to be based in the community.
Some people identified they would need help to get them to and from
places.
Would like help with some key activities including planning, and life
skills for example: making friends, building confidence, getting a job,
learning computers and mixing in the community.

Group 2



Mixed response for services in the evenings and weekends.
Some people would like to meet in a building; others preferred to do
one on one activities in the community.
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Examples of activities we would like to do are: meals out; shopping;
disco’s; cooking at college; lots of sporting activities – football and
badminton, extreme sports like abseiling and climbing; meeting up
with friends; meeting girlfriends and boyfriends; working with
animals and holidays.

Group 3









Why are day services important? Friends, happiness, support, fun
and independence. Diverse range of how often people attend, from
one day to five days a week.
Why is a building important? Safety, accessibility, close to amenities,
one to one support help, opening evenings and weekends would be
beneficial – stops boredom.
Why is community important? Supports, easier for people to come
and visit, breaks down barriers, means people are safe and away
from name calling. 121 support for at least 1 hour a week to check
on needs.
Important to have a base and be able to go out and attend other
activities.
Good to offer a diverse range; use of a building means can have
different groups run there. Disco, drama, college are etc. – ideal for
evenings. The building does not have to be our building.

Group 4






Didn’t want any changes, except longer opening times e.g. 9-4.
Want to have a building base.
Some people wanted to visit garden centres, and other places; go
shopping, or go away to watch a football match.
The group liked the idea of volunteering, but didn’t want paid work.
Happy with things as they are.

Group 5 (Carers)







Identified that they wanted the same as other groups.
Would like a base, but to be able to go out from there. Activities to
be arranged at the base.
Would like the opportunity to meet up with friends and be included in
activities.
Transport is important.
Holidays – different types – caravan; canoeing; adventure days;
theme parks; horse riding.
Would like evenings and weekends as an option.
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Auction
Each table was given £1000 to spend in £50 ‘notes’.
This meant a total of £5000 between all five groups. Each group were given
a list of items and were asked to spend some time at the beginning of the
session identifying their priorities. They were also asked to add any other
items that were important to them that were not already identified. During
the bidding, some groups didn’t bid for an item if they hadn’t identified it as
being a priority. There were some items that groups hadn’t prioritised, but
did bid for. Groups were asked to make notes during this session, which
have been included in this report.
The following list has been presented in order of the most money per item.
The bidding went up in £50 bids. So a winning bid of £300 meant that there
were 6 bids on that item. Sometimes the bids were from all of the tables,
often there were two or three tables bidding on the same item.
The last 4 items to be sold went for £200, £250, £150, £150. This shows
that the tables did prioritise and had decided what they wanted to bid for
and ensured that they still had money left at the end to bid for that item.
Item

Winning Bid

Qualified staff

£500

Nice building

£450

Planning for the future

£350

Evening activities

£350

Finding voluntary & paid work

£300

Being involved in the community

£300

Weekend activities

£300

Shared interests

£250

Speaking up/ being listened to

£250

Staff who know me

£250

Choose who supports me

£200

Learning about relationships

£150

Help me to be independent

£150

I can make choices

£150
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Being with friends

£150

Meeting new people

£150

Shared needs

£100

Qualifications

£100

Activities that interest me

£100

Trying new things

£100

Assisted technology

£100

Learn about money

£50

Equipment

£50

Group 1
This group spent £950 and won the following items:




Notes




Well qualified staff (£500)
Planning for my future (£350)
Trying new things (£100)
that the group made:
Interested in finding paid work in the community
Were keen on ‘being part of the community’ and also ‘doing things in
the evening’ and ‘well qualified staff’
They thought a nice building would be ‘no sheds, heating and toilets’.

Group 2
This group spent £1,000 and won the following items:
 Nice building (£450)
 Being part of a community (£300)
 Learning about relationships (£150)
 Learning about money (£50)
 Good equipment (£50)
This group identified the following as being important:




Well qualified staff
Help in finding paid or unpaid work
Being with people who share my interests
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Meeting new people
Speaking up and being listened too
I can make the choices I want
Staff that know me and care about me
Learning new skills

Group 3
This group won the following items (please note, this came to £1,100 –
which meant they overspent by £100!!):







Helping in finding paid or unpaid work (£300)
Speaking up and being listened to (£250)
Being with other people who share my needs (£250)
Help to get qualifications (£100)
Learning new skills (£100)
Doing things that interest me (£100)

Notes that the group made:





Well qualified staff: no service without staff
A ‘nice building’ meant – having an up to date building.
Being part of the community: going to the pub
Learning new skills: learning to read.

Group 4
This group won the following items (please note, this came to £1,150 –
which meant they overspent by £150!!):






Doing things in the evening (£350)
Doing things at the weekend (£300)
Choosing who supports me (£200)
Helping me to be more independent (£150)
Being with my friends (£150)

Group 4 didn’t make any notes.
Group 5
This group spent £900 and won the following:






Staff that know me and care about me (£250)
Being with people who share interests (£250)
I can make choices about what I do (£150)
Meeting new people (£150)
Assisted technology (£100)
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Learning Disability Day 2 Penzance
Penzance was a very busy session, where several more people attended
than had booked. 37 service users attended. People had a wide range of
needs and disabilities. All had learning disability, many also had a physical
disability and several people used a wheelchair or mobility aid. Some
service users had multiple and complex needs and needed 1 to 1 support or
2 to 1 support.
In total there were 65 people including carers and support workers; 37
service users, plus 3 from Cornwall People First and 3 from the LA.
Service users were asked which service they used.
This included: Heather Lane Nurseries, Choice Centre, Boscawen Farm, John
Daniel Centre.
Only one service was identified by each person. Some people attend more
than one service and use other community resources.

Weekend

Evenings

DAY

Me Too
Activity
Helping People
Meeting people
Keeping people in order
Looking at wildlife
60’s music
Looking after animals
Feed animals
Working in the woods
Watching DVD’s
Relaxing
Watching tv
Looking after pigs
Shopping
Going out
Model steam engines
Winding up your sister
Word search
Hoovering
Knitting
Computer
Reading Books
Spending time with friends
Cinema
Long walks
Dog walks
Boating lake
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No of People
17
3
12
20
20
16
11
14
30
12
33
5
13
30
12
7
11
7
10
18
17
26
30
22
19
15

16

DAY

Tennis
Going to the Zoo
Train to Plymouth
Bowling
Dog walking
Golf
Bug hunting
Allotment/ gardening
Shopping for arts and crafts
Pampering
Office work
Coin and stamp collecting
Drawing pictures
Grass cutting
Talking about hair
Bird Watching
Going to the pub
Fishing
Bingo
Working

6
14
21
18
9
12
6
10
14
12
8
5
16
5
2
12
15
7
7
10

Service Planning
Each group was asked to give feedback on what was most important about
the service they had planned.
Group 1





Would like a healthy eating club connected to a fitness centre and
classes such as Zumba or salsa.
Would like to attend festive events, pub crawls, fun fairs, cookery
classes, bingo, a nature walking group, activity clubs and holidays.
Other suggested activities included tree surgery and agriculture
The group would like the service to be available to anyone who would
like to come. These would be fully community inclusive events and
activities. The following were suggestions: bike rides, horse riding,
motocross, dirt-bikes, off-roading and water-sports such as jet skiing,
canoe clubs and swimming.

Group 2




The group would like respite service provision and further out of
hours support from social work staff.
Would like support for work e.g. charity shop work and other
voluntary work, as well as holidays
They would like greater travel, for example: to the lake district,
football, coffee at costa as well as shopping trips on the train with
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visits to places like Truro once a month and the opportunity to watch
musicals.
 A dance and drama group, choir group, cycling and exercise clubs
and dog walking clubs are ways that have been suggested to allow
more socialising and less boredom.
 A change of environment from the centre would be good with cinema
visits.
Group 3







Would like the service open 9-3 during the day
Meeting friends for drinks, bowling and shopping at a venue other
than a day centre is suggested. Also short breaks.
Would like to volunteer at a shop, at the service or in a café.
Would like help to get to the hospital.
Would like greater access to transport through independent transport
training.
Would like a training scheme for job assistance.

Group 4













Would like a special support group at the weekends, especially for
people with Asperger’s Syndrome.
A day service in the countryside that provides the opportunity to
dance, listen to music, spend time with friends and making things
with arts and crafts.
To learn to look after the home, doing domestic tasks such as
hoovering, washing, looking after dogs and dog walking.
Help in getting paid work in their areas of interest.
To participate in farm work for example in a poly tunnel, sowing
seeds in the propagator, planting trees. Help with tasks such as
putting up marquees, going on day trips and doing wood work.
Gardening, cleaning the scrubland, planting trees as well as knitting,
arts and crafts, spending time with friends and going to a ladies craft
group.
A service in a community centre where people can do cooking and
have a film club. Members of this group have attended a short story
workshop, a book review group and would like to have this
opportunity again.
Would also like to go to the library.

Group 5


Would like a service based near to them that runs during the day and
in the evening. A physical building is preferable but it doesn’t have to
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be purpose built. Would like a coffee bar, where perhaps day and
evening services overlap.
Would like a book, DVD and music share service where they can
review them for other service users.
A quiet space; but also somewhere for playing video games.
Interested in workshops on: personal safety; self- defence classes; as
well as training on money management, work opportunities and
internet safety.
Beauty therapies and general therapies
Recreational activities like cinema, gigs, concert and event visits
Arts and crafts
Would like the service to help them build their self-esteem, make
friends and raise their engagement levels.

Group 6





Likes going to meet friends, boyfriend/girlfriend, playing football,
bowls, flower arranging, singing, photography, pottery and swimming
are some of the activities currently enjoyed. Also like horse and
carriage riding.
Beauty care, like having nails done.
Believe it is important to have a building.

Group 7







Group 7 felt that the day service should be open all hours in the
community. Could meet in different places such as pubs and cafes.
Would like trips out to learn new things and to be able to teach each
other things within the service. Trip examples were cinema, boats,
organic food group access, a sea swimming group, access to Cornwall
Wildlife Trust and a photography group.
Would like to visit and sell at craft markets that could be connected
to their craft group. This would include their baking goods. Arts and
crafts are important and they would like a craft cruise holiday to be
organised.
Would like a ‘what’s on’ helping people to meet up with others with
the same interests. Plans to share transport. Would have an internet
and paper version of what is going on nearby and within the centre to
encourage groups to visit and be connected to the community.
History talks, music concerts, national trust events, shows, cinema
and courses are the suggested examples of this.

Group 8


The group has drawn a chart of all the buses in their local area and
would like to make their own way to places in nearby towns.
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Would also like travel buddy’s to help on buses.
The day service should be based in a sports centre so as to provide
keep fit, dance, swimming, music and movement sessions as well as
tennis and bowls. It would also host a healthy walkers club.
Gardening, cooking, coffee shops, drama, singing and signing aswell
as discos have been mentioned.
Would like to participate in their local community by having charity
Christmas boxes, parties and celebrations whilst taking part in the
fish festival, RNLI day and Celtic music festivals.
Visits to the aircraft museum and airports as well as nearby features
such as the lake.

Group 9









The Service opening times would be 9.30-3.30 but with some
evenings. It would work more as a base for meeting up prior to
going out for different activities.
Would promote independence for meeting friends and riding on
buses. Would like ‘appropriate’ transport, either provided or with
support for them to use themselves.
It would be person centred in its approaches to learning, activities
and communication. This includes having a laugh and no staff
uniforms.
Would also have wheelchair accessible transport.
Skills workshops in pottery, mosaics, pizza cooking, arts and crafts
and song groups. Activities include golf, beach trips, swimming,
fishing and work help.

Example Service Plan
Cornwall People First self-advocates completed this exercise on the day:




Would like a service that allows them to meet new people
To be able to stay in touch with people they have met at the service.
Would also like everyone to have a voice.

Each table produced their own ideal service on A3 paper. This is the
Cornwall People First self-advocates example.
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Auction
Each table was given £1000 to spend and followed the same format as Day
1.
There were more people, which meant a total of eight groups with £8000 to
spend.
The groups were again asked to make notes during this session, to give us
an indication on which items they bid for, which have been included in this
report.
The following list has been presented in order of the most money per item.
The bidding went up in £50 increments. So a winning bid of £300 meant
that there were 6 bids on that item. Sometimes the bids were from all of
the tables, often there were two or three tables bidding on the same item.
The last 4 items to be sold went for £200, £250, £100, £100. This shows
that the tables did prioritise and had decided what they wanted to bid for
and ensured that they still had money left at the end to bid for that item.
One table wanted to add to the auction items. This was learning about
busses and public transport.
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Item
Being involved in the Community
Doing things that interest you
Helping me find paid work
Well qualified staff
Staff who know and care about me
Shared interests
Being with my friends
Speaking up and being listened to
Future Plans
Evening activities
Weekend activities
Meeting new people
Nice building
Trying new things
Help with qualifications
Help to be independent
Able to make choices about what happens to me
Learning about Relationships and making friends
Choosing who supports me
Assisted technology
Shared needs
Learning about money
Learning new skills
Transport
Good equipment

Winning Bid
£700
£600
£550
£450
£400
£400
£400
£400
£400
£350
£350
£300
£300
£250
£250
£250
£250
£200
£200
£150
£150
£150
£100
£100 shared between 2 groups
£100

Group 1
Won the following:
 Speaking up and being listened to (£400)
 Learning new skills (£100)
 Being with people who share interests (£400)
The group rated the auction activities on a scale of one to ten, with one
being not necessary and ten being really important. These are the notes
from the group discussion:
10 = Well qualified staff, speaking up and being listened to, doing things
that interest me, staff that know and care about me and choosing who
supports me. 8 = Being with my friends was an 8.
8 / 2 = Being with people who share my needs was important to one
member of the group but the rest of them gave it a 2.
7 = Meeting new people was a 6/7
The group were divided on whether they need a nice building, and on
whether the following were important: trying new things, learning new
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skills, helping me be more independent and learning about relationships and
making friends.
Group 2
Won the following:
 Being part of a community (£700)
 Learning about money (£150)
 Assisted technology (£150)
This group made notes on what they had won and how much they cost.
There were no written notes that we collected on the discussion they had to
rate the importance.
Group 3
Won the following:
 Fully qualified staff (£450)
 Planning for the future (£400)
 Helping me be more independent (£250)
This group also identified what they do not want. This list is contradictory
suggesting that there were strong and different views in the group.
 Being with other people who share my interests
 Being with people who share my needs
 Being part of the community
 Doing things in the evening.
Group 4
Won the following:
 Helping get paid/unpaid work (£550)
 Help to get qualifications (£250)
 Learning about relationships/make friends (£200)
On each page, Group 4 identified the items that they wanted in the auction
by ranking them 1-3; with one being most important. This is what they
prioritised:
 Doing things that interest me
 Help in finding paid or unpaid work
 Doing things at the weekend
 Meeting new people
 Speaking up and being listened to
 Learning about money
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 Staff that know and care about me
 Helping to be more independent
They also listed those items they felt worth bidding for and those they
weren’t interested in – as shown in the picture below:

Group 5
Won the following:
 Meeting new people (£550)
 Being with other people who share my needs (£250)
 Trying new things (£200)
Group 5 didn’t leave any notes.
Group 6
Won the following:
 Being with my friends (£400)
 Staff that know and care about me (£400)
 Good equipment (£100)
Group 6 had identified the aspects that were important to them. These
were:
 Being with my friends (won)
 Staff that know and care about me (won)
 Good equipment (won)
 Trying new things
 Choosing who supports me
 I can make choices about what I do
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Group 7
Won the following:
 Choosing who supports me (£200)
 Doing things that interest me (£600)
Group 7 also identified what they were interested in but did not win:
 Being able to make choices about what they do
 Learning about money
 Being with other people who share my needs
 Assisted technology
 Trying new things
 Being with friends being part of the community
 Good equipment
The group were quite divided in their opinion and were interested in over
half of the items; some had more support than others. They were most
interested in being with people that share the same interests and having
well qualified staff.
Group 8
This group won the following:
 Doing things in the evening (£350)
 Doing things at the weekend (£350)
 I can make choices about what I do (£250)
This group were interested in:
 Being part of the community
 Speaking up and being listened too
 Assisted technology
Group 8 did not leave any additional notes.
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Older People and Other Social Care Needs
A total of 8 consultation events took place with 7 participating voluntary
organisations and charities. A total of 88 participants were consulted with
across the 8 venues.
1. Active Plus - Helston and Camborne

13 participants, 6th and 7th Jan
2016

2. Launceston Memory Café

30 Participants, 9th Jan 2016

3. Exercise for Mobility – Bude

14 participants, 18th Jan 2016

4. Newquay Age UK Day Centre

6 participants, 19th Jan 2016

5. St Buryan Community Lunch Club

7 participants, 1st Feb 2016

6. Pengarth Day Centre – Penzance

6 participants, 9th Feb 2016

7. Hayle Day Care Centre

12 participants, 11th Feb 2016

Staff from the Transformation Challenge Team attended the above
community groups and day services, in order to meet with people in their
familiar settings and where transport was pre-arranged. Transformation
Challenge is Cornwall Council and partners in the voluntary, community and
social enterprise sector are working together to improve how services are
commissioned, managed and delivered.
The series of focus groups were built around semi-structured discussions
which centred on the following four questions:
-

What do you enjoy about this group/day care setting you attend? What
does coming here mean to you?

-

What does a good day care centre/community group look like?

-

What would you change? Is there anything that could be done better?

-

Have you ever attended other settings – what did/didn’t you like about
them?

The findings of each session are presented as a write up of the discussion
under each of the four main themes.
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Summary: Key Themes
Older People and Wider Social Care Needs
The Key themes that ran across all the focus groups includes:
Social and relational opportunity, combatting loneliness and developing
develop peer support networks is the key added value of attending groups.
Supported transition out of loneliness into the community group/day
care centre. This was achieved either through the work of paid group leads
or informal peer networks.
Sessions that offer purpose and a positive focus; not letting their illness
or disability define them.
Professionalism and personal touch of the staff delivering the sessions.
Atmosphere: the warmth and attitude of the staff and culture that was set
by the community group/day centre leads.
Affordability – key for older people. Community group settings could cost
as little as £1 to £3.50 a session but were dependent upon funding and
volunteers for transport.
Tailored provision for men. There was a notable majority of women at
all the settings visited. Between 80-90% present were women. The focus
groups felt that it was harder to get older men living alone to engage. A
lot of the group activities tend to centre on gender biased activities, such as
arts and craft and discussions. Men were more likely to be found in the
pub if single. Alcoholism was mentioned as a potential associated issue.

 Active Plus - Helston and Camborne
http://activeplus.org.uk/ageing/
There were two different sessions run in two different groups. A total of 13
people participated. Active Plus Active Ageing courses are run in several
sites across Cornwall. The programme begins with a six work course of
problem solving activities and information sharing – out of this time
together grow opportunities for ongoing social connection, peer support and
community development. The courses are led by ex-veterans.
1.

What did participants enjoy about this day care/community group setting?

Participants said that they appreciated having a range of different
activities available. All described the introductory 6 week course as ‘a lot
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of fun’ during which time they were tasked with team building and ‘krypton
factor’ style exercises. This helped to cement the group dynamic.
Following this introductory period, the group is invited to set its own
agenda, for example inviting in guest speakers, requesting certain activities
or visits.
Participants strongly affirmed that the most important element of the group
was the simple act of coming together in a familiar space or place and
having the opportunity to build relationships. Participants spoke of the
loneliness and depression that consumed them after the loss of a partner or
when a partner went into care. Community groups and social settings
were crucial elements of coping with life alone, particularly when family was
far away and as friends died or left the area, to be replaced with younger
families with whom they had little in common.
“It’s made me feel so much more confident, I’ve got to know people and
have relationships that have built over several months now. I feel much
stronger in myself”. [service user quote]
Finding the confidence to attend the group in the first instance was an
important theme. When loneliness and depression have been experienced
over a number of months or even years, this can represent a huge barrier
in having the confidence to step into new social settings once again. This
confidence gap was supported by the Active Plus group lead – who met with
and phoned participants regularly before starting the group began in order
to begin the process of relationship building. They said this helped
significantly with mitigating last minute drop out.
People attending the session commented:
‘If you’ve been on your own for years, you shut yourself down – it’s so hard
then, to get and go and mix again’.
“Once you start isolating yourself, it becomes a habit….I moved down to
Cornwall to be closer to my daughter, it was so hard to break the habit, but
I forced myself and that’s when I went to the Tuesday club”.
‘It’s give and take, you have to make yourself get out – it takes a lot of
courage to walk into a new setting, but I’m so glad I did’.
Once they had taken that first step however, quickly the benefits of social
interaction, friendship building and opportunities to engage in activities that
kept the mind and body active were quickly realised.
2.

What does a good day care centre/community group look like?

Participants listed some of the important ingredients for a good day care
setting, as follows:
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Supported transport is paramount. Bus services in Cornwall are irregular,
most attendees do not have access to private transport and many need
assistance with walking even short distances.
‘Atmosphere’ was considered crucial. Regardless of facilities, this was
viewed as ‘making or breaking’ a group setting. “In some of the places, the
atmosphere is dead – you need friendliness and activity and a buzz, not just
feel like you’re sitting there waiting to die!”
A diversity of input and activity – with a choice of activities to suit
different tastes, be they artistic, physical, academic or community driven
(e.g. fundraising) activities were considered key: “People need things to
stimulate them, not just sit there, have a meal and wait for God!”.
The importance of including activities that were ‘men friendly’; was also
noted - it was felt that single, older men were particularly hard to attract
into new social settings.
Good use of word of mouth and peer support to encourage attendance.
Posters/literature, it was said, did little to encourage people to attend a new
setting - but some sort of personal link or supported transition into the
group after longer periods of loneliness is key.
Approaches that encourage relationship building and social interaction
were crucial. Many of those attending the group lived alone, and had little
social support. A well run, engaging group provided opportunities to build
friendships and expand informal networks of support. The relational
effect of the group would continue outside of the structured sessions; for
example, when members were ill, they would be visited or additional social
events were arranged.
Having a sense of purpose, which included activities enabling members to
contribute to wider societal needs was important. Members of Active plus
said that in order to feel as they were ‘really thriving’ they needed an
outward focus such as fundraising for local charities: ‘we want to be able to
give back’.
Affordability - groups needed to be low cost. Income can be reduced and
high costs and transport costs can be a barrier to community members
attending groups.
3.

Use of other day care centre settings

Some of the interviewees were themselves carers. Whilst traditional day
care centres were not appropriate for their needs, sometimes a spouse
would attend one. They appreciated the respite this gave them from their
caring responsibilities. “It’s essential; it provides a lifeline to those in need
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of care, but also the carers at home, to give them the break they need and
to catch up on the rest of our jobs and duties in the home”.
For those who have no other means of leaving the house or social
opportunities, day care services were considered a ‘life line’ for many.
They were viewed as key for social interaction and building relationships
and friendships – for many, this might be the only opportunity to leave their
homes all week and meet with others.
“For my mother, it’s the highlight of her week; it gives her something to
look forward to”.
However, there was also a sense that some of these centres were not very
stimulating, with transport regimes cutting the day short, only allowing
sufficient time for a meal and some limited interaction before being sent
home.
The interviewees in this setting could be future day care users themselves,
a prospect which was not viewed with much enthusiasm due to the
‘institutional’ perception of day care centres. A stronger preference was
voiced to continue attending community services locally if possible.
4.

How could day care services be improved, what could be done better?

Active Plus respondents made a strong case for more day care services to
be put on in local community settings and venues and that they should
‘build on what’s already happening in the community! The council
should support and expand on that’. They also reference local
community centres in their areas which they considered to be completely
under-utilised. Ideally there would be supported access to these groups
by qualified staff who would encourage and inspire confidence for others to
attend. It was suggested that local peer network support could be
developed to help older people have the confidence to attend different
settings, but that this work should also be resourced and rewarded.

 Launceston Memory Café ( 30 participants)
30 people engaged in this session. This memory café is one of a network of
38 across Cornwall. Space is made available for the café fortnightly by the
local Methodist Church and some funding is supplied by Barchester
Healthcare. The café is entirely volunteer run and led.
30 clients were in attendance, roughly equal numbers of carers and users.
Users had a mix of conditions, Alzheimer’s, vascular dementia or both. In
addition, there were a number of volunteers, who were wearing sweatshirts
with the logo of the memory café on it, making them easy to identify. The
people with dementia were of mixed gender, mainly aged in their late
seventies to early nineties, with the carers being predominantly women in
their 50s. Carers stayed with the users for the duration of the session.
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Some of the volunteers were also current or ex-carers of people with
dementia. The session was hosted on a Saturday and lasted approximately
2 hours.
1.

What did participants enjoy about this day care/community group setting?

The Memory cafe was very lively and friendly, featuring a session of musical
bingo, the visit of a local MP and announcements of various trips and future
activities. Everyone present has spoken highly of the café service and also
of the support available to carers between café sessions. Both staff and
carers reported that in their opinion the main benefit was as a support
mechanism for carers of people with dementia, a way of breaking down
the social isolation they felt and receiving peer support. Many people
had travelled some distance to attend – some from as far as Bude or the
border with Devon.
A few reported that they regularly attended more than one memory café
location. Other positive attributes of the group were listed as follows:








2.

People are kind and helpful
The activities
Courtesy and professionalism
Good communications
The right people running the facilities (Beaumont Court)
Hot meals
Facility to bathe (this was charged for at a different service , but still
felt to be helpful)
How could day care services be improved, what could be done better?

Ways in which day care services could be improved were listed as follow:
More signposting support for self-funders
More flexibility in the system
Don’t make us keep repeating our stories
Better consideration of the needs of the mobility problems of people with
dementia in assessing eligibility for a Blue Badge.
Two people suggested that there should be day provision in Launceston
town itself and volunteers from the café reported that they were interested
in looking into this.
3.

Use of other day care centre settings

Given the geographical location, there was limited experience of any of the
Age UK Day Centres. One carer also reported that the person she
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supported attended the Echo Centre for regular cognitive therapy. Another
couple of carers reported that they had used the Cornwall Rural Community
Carers Support service to help them and that the staff had been very good.
Everyone spoken to either made use of Day Centres to help with the care of
the person with them who had dementia, or said they were potentially
interested in using Day Centres in the future for their relative with
dementia. Many were self-funding, and the most common Centre being
used was at Beaumont Court Residential Care Home near Launceston.
Comments made by carers of people with dementia with regards to how the
services might be improved, included the following:








Letting people wander and then reporting they are ‘challenging’
One person reported that the ‘days’ were a bit short, but this had
been sorted by speaking to the centre and rearranging the order in
which her mother was collected and dropped back
Expense for self-funders
Access to suitable facilities in East Cornwall
Lack of flexibility
A deterioration in the system of support was reported by one carer
who had previously looked after another elderly relative with
dementia a number of years ago.

 Exercise for Mobility – Bude ( 14 participants in total)
There were 14 participants at this session. This group began nearly 7 years
ago, with only 12 attendees. Now they have 170 people benefitting from
the charity each week and have been funded by the Big Lottery. They are
volunteer led along with paid staff to deliver the exercise sessions and
provide transport for members.
The exercise classes are designed to support older people with disabilities or
longer term health conditions. Bude is further away from a major hospital
than any other town in England and the founders recognised the need for
this sort of support amongst the local populace. The structured exercise
classes offer a variety of options for people of all abilities.
Significant emphasis is given to developing the social aspect of the classes,
through refreshment time and opportunities to talk and socialise before and
after the class. Four classes a week are run at a charge of £1 per person
per class. The organisation costs approximately £250 to run, covering
overheads and exercise tuition.
1.

What did participants enjoy about this day care/community group setting?

Interviewees enjoyed the fact that the group had a ‘personal touch’.
Participants valued the fact that exercise instructors took time to get to
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know them personally – remembering their names and adapting exercises
to accommodate an illness or injury. The training was personalised there
were no barriers to participating regardless of physical ability “you do what
you can and leave what you can’t”.
Good professional standard of tuition. Participants appreciated having
qualified health and fitness professionals who ‘knew what they were talking
about’.
Atmosphere of acceptance – one where there was no judgement, but
rather a sense of ‘all being in it together’ (with a lot of laughter) “It’s an
encouraging, safe space”.
Physical Benefits – participants appreciated the gains made in mobility
and strength. Some reported being able to leave their physio treatment as
a result of improvements made.
Emotional Benefits – all emphasised the importance of making friendships
and social connections for their emotional and psychological wellbeing.
“If this wasn’t here, you would get older quicker… coming here has been a
breath of fresh air, it’s the one thing in the week that I won’t miss”.
“It gives me something to get up for in the morning…. I wouldn’t see
anyone otherwise”.
In fact, the opportunity to connect socially was given greater emphasis in
the focus groups than the benefits yielded through exercise.
Year round provision and frequency of classes. Winter was cited as a
particularly difficult time to make social connections – having a structured
class provided the incentive to come out even when the weather was bad.
Having more than one class per week was also welcomed.
A positive focus – that centres on assets and what can be done to
improve health and personal situations. The focus is not on the disability or
the illness: “Your illness, your disability, your ailment does not
define you here”. “You feel like you’re a person here, not just another
number turning up”.
Transport –they have a designated driver, currently funded by a small pot
of grant funding to cover the service. The charity is currently re-applying
for a second grant to fund this.
2.

What does a good day care centre/community group look like?

Participants listed the following attributes of what they looked for in day
care settings:
It has a personal touch – participants enjoyed the fact that instructors
knew them as individuals.
It has a positive and purposeful focus.
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It has a preventative focus – both participants and leads described how
important the classes were in stopping their health from getting any worse,
helping them to rehabilitate after operation or illness and in keeping them
healthy and mobile for longer.
Provides Transport – older people need help and personalised support in
getting to the sessions.
3.

How could day care services be improved, what could be done better?

People attending these sessions did not tend to use more traditional day
services. Exercise for mobility leads questioned whether, given the
preventative impact of this grassroots work and the savings indirectly
delivered to statutory services, whether they could tap into personal and
health care prescribing/personalised budgets?
Car parking is expensive – they would like for the local council/county
council to provide concessions for those participating in the sessions.
Bus passes should be free before 930am – it takes a long time to get to
anywhere from Bude!
4.

Use of other day care centre settings

People at this focus group did not use traditional day services. Once again,
there was a perception that day care services lacked stimulation. One
interviewee had a friend who had attended a local day care centre and fed
back that: “all you did was sit there and eat and eventually everyone
started arguing!”

 Newquay Day Centre, Age UK
There were 6 people at this focus group. The group runs weekly at the Age
UK centre and is run by the Living Well Team. Because this is a busy
group, they alternate attendance so people only attend fortnightly. The
group knits for charity. They also organise days out: carol service at local
school; Hall for Cornwall; Garden Centre.
The Day Centre has other groups (art group and exercise group) and is
looking to set up a singing group. Day Centre is considered to be the ‘hub’
where people meet before doing other things. Transport can be provided at
a cost of £2 per day for those living in Newquay, or £2.50 for people living
on the outskirts.
Note that only 2 of the question were addressed with this group.
1.

What did participants enjoy about this day care/community group setting?

Attending is an opportunity to talk socially and gives a feeling of well
being.
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Attending the group had helped members to overcome loneliness. One
member didn’t go out after her husband died, was asked to join the group
and hasn’t looked back since. Another, when asked what they did in
between the groups (as fortnightly) replied: “I think about when I am next
going to come”.
Some people have attended this group and then gone on to use the main
Age UK day centre, when they might not have otherwise gone; others have
joined as a result of attending the day centre first.
Other points made by members include:
Having transport provided is essential – otherwise I wouldn’t attend.
It’s the personal touches – the group phoning to check if you are ok if you
don’t attend “it’s nice to know that someone cares”.
2.

How could day care services be improved, what could be done better?

Some perspectives were provided by the centre manager:
Their biggest challenge is ‘getting people through the door’
Not having a named contact, so not having anyone to contact if there is a
query – there was an urgent need to have a link person. It was suggested
that if the case co-ordinator makes the referral, that an admin person could
follow up with the paperwork? There is always a delay with getting the
paperwork through.
They’ve been receiving lots of referrals for people with high needs and it
was felt there needed to be clearer criteria about which client group they
should be accepting. Living Well make referrals to the Day Centre and
people then come as a private client. But there are no links to go back to
Social Services and ask for an assessment, which should not be missed as a
person might be eligible for support.

 St Buryan Community Lunch and Friendship Club
There were 8 people who talked with us at the lunch club. This was an
entirely volunteer run, community venture where local people host and
organise a lunch and social time for older people in the local community.
This group did not receive funding, but relied on contributions from
members paying for the lunch and the discounted rent to enable the group
to run.
Approximately 60 members were having lunch in groups of 5-8 during the
visit. There was a slight sense of nervousness about my visit and so I sat
for short periods of time with two of the tables who were open to talking.
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1.

What did participants enjoy about this day care/community group setting?

The group encouraged friendships to form and gave older people a
reason to come out.
One table I spoke to was comprised of five older ladies all of whom had lost
their spouse and had come to rely on each other for support, interaction
and transport. One of the five could drive and she would fetch all the
others in order to attend the group.
2.

What does a good day care centre/community group look like?

As long as the venue was accessible, the atmosphere was pleasant and the
activities were interesting – those were their main requirements.
3.

How could day care services be improved, what could be done better?

Transport - the luncheon used to be held in a more central location in St
Buryan, having had it moved to the community centre on the outskirts of St
Buryan meant transport was more challenging.
4.

Use of other day care centre settings

They were aware of the day centre in Penzance, but didn’t care to travel
there and preferred to access local services and remain independent as long
as they could.

 Pengarth Day Care Centre – Morrab Gardens Penzance
There were 7 people at this focus group. Pengarth is an independent charity
and receives a variety of sources of funding to support its operations. They
have approximately 160 clients on their books. Pengarth provides transport,
lunch, activities and a bathing/nail cutting facility. They had a varied
schedule of after lunch entertainment planned one year in advance as noted
in their calendar.
Pengarth clients were somewhat more difficult to engage with. This was due
in part to the presence of a greater proportion of ‘higher need’ clients.
Clients were much quieter and some had more complex needs than other
centres visited. Many were sleeping in their chairs. The atmosphere and
feel of the day care centre was much more subdued than other venues
visited and conversation was harder to strike up.
1.

What did participants enjoy about this day care/community group setting?

Those who were able to engage said that they enjoyed the food, the
entertainment, and the opportunity to get out of the house and socialise. A
couple of individuals had been attending for over 10 years.
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If the group were not available to those consulted with, they would have
been at home ‘staring at four walls’.
2.

What does a good day care centre/community group look like?
No comments were offered by the clients in this regard.

3.

How could day care services be improved, what could be done better?
Some of the staff felt that since the criteria for social support was
being raised, that they were prone to receiving higher needs clients.

People were not asked which other day services, if any, they attended.

 Hayle Day Care Centre
There were 12 participants in this focus group. Hayle Day Care Centre
works with approximately 140 clients a week. It was a very bright,
energised and welcoming day care centre, which was reflected in the
conversations held with older people. They were all very keen to speak and
share their views.
The centre has been running for nearly 2 decades. A few years ago they
took on board additional clients because St Ives Day care centre was
closed.
1.

What did participants enjoy about this day care/community group setting?

Purpose: ‘This place gives us a purpose in life. We know on the days we
come here we’ve got to get up and get ready, so we have a purpose and
something to do in the day and have the company of people to talk to. We
just have the evening to fill then’.
Incentive to leave the house and socialise. All referenced the company
as a key component of coming out: ‘No matter how poorly I feel, I will get
up to come here. It gets me out, I’m not on my own, we’re all in the same
boat and it’s sinking, so we’ve got to enjoy ourselves whilst we can’.
The warmth and professionalism of the staff was also very important:
‘The difference here is the staff and the volunteers. Lesley is a wonderful
lead and the volunteers are amazing. It’s not just a job to the workers and
carers here, they give genuine loving care and that’s different to paid care.
They can just tell by looking at you whether you’re alright – that’s true
dedication’.
One client had had a heart valve transplant, which significantly reduced her
mobility and independence. For three years afterwards she barely got out
of the house and had a ‘terrible time of loneliness’. She was alone and
didn’t know about the provision that was available to her.
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Diversity of activities - cream teas, outings, music played by local schools
and singers, bingo. ‘The activity is important to stop me falling asleep after
lunch’.
Personal, warm service – older people felt genuinely cared for and
supported on a relational, not just functional way. ‘They treat us like we’re
royalty here, it couldn’t get any better’.
2.

What does a good day care centre/community group look like?

Atmosphere – Laughter was referenced frequently, sense of fun and
humour being an important element of the relationships and sense of
community expressed in the place. Interaction is so important, since the
rest of the week can be so isolating: ‘I often think I’ve lost my voice I
spend that much time alone’.
Equality of Treatment – “we’re all treated the same here”. That was
referenced several times, no sense of favouritism or preferential treatment.
Diversity of activities - cream teas, outings, music played by local schools
and singers, bingo.
Affordability – many had said that they would prefer to attend more
frequently but could not due to the cost.
3.

How could day care services be improved, what could be done better?

Affordability – the need for subsidies for self-funders was expressed. Only
very high needs qualify for financial support and yet the preventative
element of lower needs clients attending is, in itself, a huge cost saving. All
interviewees from Hayle Day Care Centre said that they would come for
more days in the week if they could afford it – but it’s out of their price
range.
A key example being a 94 year old woman who had no benefits or care
package, but took herself along to the centre once a week of her own
volition.
The manager strongly emphasised the preventative role the place has,
stating how (before the criteria changed), she would support people on
low/moderate packages for years and years, before a very sudden
decline/death. But coming to the centre had prevented them from
deteriorating earlier and requiring more expensive interventions for longer.
As one member expressed:
‘I don’t understand why elderly come out of hospital and have nowhere to
go when there are lovely places like this. Loneliness is just awful, awful,
most people’s families work away and we’re on our own. These centres are
so important, they are a Godsend to us. Why don’t doctors and social
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workers tell older people about the centres? It would help them so much. I
even took leaflets into my local surgery.’
The Council used to provide funding of £12,000 a year, this reduced to
£6000 and in March/April will stop altogether.
4.

Other settings – what did/didn’t you like about them?

One of the clients at Hayle Day Care Centre (from St just), described having
spent 2 days at Morrab Road and nobody spoke to her the whole time she
was there and so moved.

Recommendations
The Transformation Challenge Team made 4 recommendations based on
their interviews with people.


Develop services that build on what is already in place in the
community and encourage other localised, low cost services to
develop.



Investigate further how facilitating the development of local peer
networks leads to greater community resilience to the impact of
ageing.



Look at affordability – day care centres for private customers can be
prohibitive.



Develop a greater understanding of measuring and promoting the
preventative impact of the work that day care centres and community
groups offer to statutory services.
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Carers
Events were led by Cornwall Carers Service on behalf of Cornwall Council.
There were two events: Camelford in the east of the county on February 1st
and Redruth in a central western area on February 4th.
At both events there were low numbers of carers who attended. The write
up is less detailed than the service user events so as to not reveal any
personal details of the individual carers who participated.
Carer consultation also took place at some of the older people and wider
social care focus groups, notably the memory café. The feedback from these
sessions has been combined with the specific carer events.
The format for the day was based on 2 exercises. These have been written
up here separately for each day. The exercises were:
1.

Priority List
The carers were given a selection of statements about day services to
place in order from those that were most important to least important.
They were asked to consider themselves and their circumstances as a
carer rather than the needs of the person they care for.

2.

Service Planning
Each table was given a sheet of flipchart paper along with post it notes
and asked to design what they thought a good service would look like.
The discussion was facilitated by Cornwall Carers Service and there
were prompts around opening times, building use and types of activity.

Summary Findings
The carers identified the most important statements about day services as:
Respite for the carer/family and having friendly competent staff.
There was consensus on these two points. Day 2 had building based as the
most important statement, but day 1 had classed this as not applicable.
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Day 1 - Camelford
A small number of carers attended the session.
Priority List
Each table was given a series of statements about day services and asked
to rank them. These are listed in order of importance with 1 being the most
important. Several statements could be equally important and ranked
together. Some might not be applicable and carers could add additional
statements they considered important. This was a group activity with
Cornwall Carers Service facilitating the discussion.
Item
Respite for carer/family

Ranking (1 is the highest)
1

Friendly competent staff

2

Accessibility to day services

3

Educational development

3

Meaningful

3

Community based venue

3

Opportunity for networking within
other communities

3

Progression towards employment
paid/unpaid

4

Flexibility with opening times

5

Building based venue

N/A

Entertainment

N/A

Respite is the most important factor as it allows carers a chance to lead
their own lives. There is a set time where the carers can see others and not
worry about the service user knowing they are in safe hands.
Friendly, competent and safe staffing requires having staff that are trained,
have a good quality service and an assurance of service standards.
Good facilities, safeguarding procedures and Health and Safety in various
buildings, with staff with DBS checks. Communication between staff, carers
and service users is necessary to maintain a positive image and levels of
trust.
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A need for meaningful activities that provides stimulation for 6-7 hours.
Current services are heavily focused on horticulture & cooking. One
suggestion is to link the day service to a performing arts school to provide a
meaningful attachment and volunteer opportunities in the active periods.
This leads into individually centred volunteering.
Educational development is important.
Accessibility of services is an issue with transport and mileage from rural
areas being high. If the accessibility is not right then there is not
affordability for all and this creates an unforeseen culture of exclusivity.
Ideally the services would be integrated within the community. Secondary
school seems to start the LD segregation which continues in college. Having
a community based venue allows things to be more localised and would like
to be able to access the same buildings and events as everyone else. This
allows the expansion of existing community links and give networking
opportunities to service users & carers to counter the isolation that comes
from care work or being in a learning disability only facility.
One carer travels from North Cornwall to West Cornwall once a week for an
integrated dance group that sufficiently supports and allows adults with a
learning disability to take part. There is trust in the teacher and the facility.
The use of town halls or unused buildings rather than constructing new
buildings is suggested so long as they are risk assessed and catering to all.
Progression to employment – one person who attended the service used to
volunteer at Home Farm Trust with support but funding has ceased despite
it working and being good for most involved. Home Farm Trust and United
Response have provided support for volunteering in the past but the service
stopped, without consultation and no time for alternate services to be
sourced. The National Trust is supportive and allows a real connection with
the communities and reducing the users levels of dependence.
Having flexibility with opening times was important. Carers wanted to have
longer during day times but not towards early evening. At one point, one
carer had to finish work at three to collect her son. This halts work
development opportunity for the carer.
Saturdays are possible but they are not a priority at present. There was less
interest in Sunday services.
Using a building based venue and entertainment are irrelevant due to the
previous statements about community venue and the use of public
buildings.

Service Planning
Design your idea of the best day service.
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Bespoke for each individual
Meaningful activities – dance, drama, theatre
Access Theatre used to provide services for learning disabilities but a
lack of funding caused these places to be removed and to return
primarily to a private theatre. The Accessibility could be 10-5, maybe
later if there is a production going on into the later evening. Maybe
Saturdays.
Musical instruments, catering, work based skills.
Educational opportunities - City and Guilds accredited qualifications
possibility
Building specific employment (paid or unpaid) related skills that they
enjoy.
Local involvement in the community.
Consultation to figure out what service users enjoy – they should be
given the opportunity to voice their interests and allowed to help
develop the way the service looks for the future. The current centre is
offering new activities in response to service user requests.
It would be important to have taster sessions for new activities so
that people can try new things and learn what they like.
Fundamental life skills such as money managing, organising time and
cooking– holistic approach
Competent staff – interested and trained in dealing with situations.
Partnership of community & bodies to allow direct people relations for
targeted and safe activities.
Goal setting – the service used to provide this but it no longer does
this. It would be good to formulate a plan for the service user’s
ambitions. They like their routines but should have a fresh approach
to activities. Continual progression of being a person like in school,
college or in work. Meaningful look at what they are doing and where
they will be in the future. Rewarding for esteem
Needs the right attitude for a managerial person or staff member.
The understanding and finding new ways to deal with behavioural
development can be dealt with by volunteers with paid expenses
Cost for care package – required to be open and transparent as well
as affordable. £5 for professional tutors sometimes acceptable but
not more than this and not too regularly as this starts services being
exclusive. This must be communicated well in advance, be an allinclusive figure and it should be clear that it should be paid from the
outset. The individual must be able to afford the things they would
like to do or alternatives included in their regular provision. As few
top up activities would be provided as possible.
Service users to be able to volunteer at the service if they would like.
Meaningful person centred approach – regulation of quality and
safety.
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Day 2 Redruth
A small number of carers attended the session.
Priority List
Item
Building based venue
Respite for carer and family
Friendly/ competent staff
Entertainment
Meaningful activities
Flexibility with opening times
Accessibility to day services
Educational development
Community based venue
Progression towards employment paid/
unpaid

Ranking
1
2
2
3
3
4
5
N/A
N/A
N/A

The carers believe that a building based venue is the backbone of the
support system for high support needs (e.g. at the high end of the autistic
spectrum). Service users require a firm, clear base. This should also help to
ensure a reliability of staff and service.
A routine is crucial for service users who have communication difficulties.
The day service is a steady reliance for the carer to allow a routine.
There was concern that community based venues are unpredictable and
connected to changing venues can cause distress for those that they care
for and changing too often would be detrimental to service user.
This change in routine and unpredictability can cause one person to be
destabilized and meltdown to the point of self-injury through biting, kicking
or banging their head. They believe a solid base would provide a wind down
facility and, whilst they would like community elements and outreach within
the service, they would not seek to alter the service users existing routine
too heavily.
With regards to carer and family respite, the carers explained that time at
the day service does not end care requirements as the carer needs to sort
out the shopping & bills so they are not always able to relax. They relied on
the hours of the day service and would need flexibility of hours to allow
actual rest during the respite period.
Friendly competent staff are needed with bespoke skills regarding autistic
care. A relationship with the service users allows noticing the body
language. Help from those who already work with the high needs service
users are required for the continuance of this for new staff. This would help
ensure the action of some service users does not impact on others, so that
one person’s anxieties do not affect the people they are sat next to.
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It can be isolating as a carer when not having support and loneliness can
set in when the service user doesn’t talk.
They would like meaningful activities that allow them to go out and do
things, not just being seated within the day centre all day before going
home such as horse-riding and swimming. 1 to 1 support allows the service
user not to do art or any other activities within the day that they do not
enjoy.
They would like more activities that can be dipped into, with six week
tasters in activities, such as golf.
More flexibility with opening times would be good, 9-5.30 for later day
times. Bank holiday opening times and flexibility for times in the evening
would be liked by the group. At the weekends they are helped by their
personal assistant so it is less necessary.
Carers can find it hard over the Christmas period where the majority of day
services are closed for two weeks due to the heavy alteration of Carer and
Service User routine affecting the provision of need. This can make it
difficult to return to a routine.
They would like the option to buy in planned activities, using money
allocated in their personal budget.
Transport is necessary; some services offer a bus although some use taxis.
Taxis are needed for one service user due to behaviour, they are escorted
by someone 1 to 1 whereas the bus journey is one carer transporting up to
twelve people which is not ideal. In either case, service users must have a
way to get there and back.
Entertainment should be a means for users to decide what they would like
in non-activity time. A sensory room and musical instruments like the
keyboard are used to meet the needs of some individuals to allow them to
wind down.
Carers were concerned that service user anxieties would not be supported
in a community setting such as a library, requiring a return to the day
centre to reinforce security, safety and an atmosphere of reassurance.
The carers at this group had adults with high support needs. They felt that
educational development and progression towards employment are not
required as they probably will never be able to enter the world of work.
The autistic spectrum has so much complexity and support workers must
not pigeonhole them as all the same.
Carers would like to see service users not being segregated by types of
disability to allow social interaction across the spectrum and to avoid a
specific service for specific disabilities.
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There must be the opportunity to empower carers and to have an input into
the running of the service. Communication between day service and carers
is very important, one service has a communication book so that
information regarding their day makes it home and is not the responsibility
of the service user.
Carers believe that they cannot truly separate from the person they care for
when they are in respite or at the day service due to their worry and
responsibility to ensure adequate care.
Lastly, they stated that providing access to everyone would be a mammoth
task.

Service Planning



















Base in community
Competent staff – bespoke to complex service users.
Must meet the needs of the people – cannot guarantee all will want
to do the same activity
Flexible staff – reliable – need to know the service has a plan and
responsibility for service user provision. Provider to provide staff &
activity. Carer input but done by provider
Respite – Individual could not come home if the person has any
behavioural issues so that it can be dealt with. Communication with
carers works at present – do not over complicate.
Space in the venue – disabled access, toilet, kitchen, Storage, They
need space to bounce around if required.
Person centred to allow individual happiness in activities. Cannot
always do the activities that they want to. One service has a monthly
planner so that they can offer different activities.
Need to use a wide range of ways of communicating and
understanding the service user.
Evening, weekends and Christmas times – Holiday respite trips for
new opportunities of 24 hour periods of service.
Possible optional buy in to additional activities.
Staff should be paid properly to reflect the care they provide with a
pay scale based on specialist skills and knowledge. Staff working with
people with complex needs should have more pay than those offering
low level support.
Possible training opportunities for a greater understanding of need.
Autism training or learning disability learning activity and workshops
on improving relations with service users.
Value for money but must meet assessed needs first. Believe money
is immaterial if the needs are not being met.
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High needs make it hard to move service due to the person needing
to know the carers. There are not many services in the area for
choice.
Holistic approach to meeting the whole spectrum of needs.
Inclusion of all abilities.
Activities in the community – where they could share them with the
public but there would still be preferable for private service user
sessions.
A group out in the community is always better as it prevents
insecurity and being the centre of attention.
Organic integration not forced to amalgamate so that they are around
people with similar interests and those they have chosen to be
around.
Thoughtful and intelligent approach to social inclusion. Realistic
actions and achievements with opportunities, enablement process for
interaction of extra activities. Help to make choices.
Service users do not understand the concept of a day service
No nonsense, logical, simple approach
Carers are fed up with assessments, consultations and are
disillusioned.
Carers need contact with social workers so that they can update how
their care package is and removing restrictions.
Make a simplification of assessment forms of financial, transport,
carer and needs assessments. There would need to be shared
assessments by the various bodies so that these assessments need
only be performed once and not several times with different people in
a year.
Parent carer – counselling or support could be offered.
Not a suitable time where the service finishes at half 3.

Below are some of the facilitators and contributors at one of the wrap up
consultation events.
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Big Health Group 29th January 2016
No of attendees: 12; including 3 x service users; representatives from
Cornwall People First, Cornwall Foundation Trust; Champs Team (Health
Promotion); Specialist Dietician; Liaison Nurses; Screening Nurse.
Those attending the group identified the following needs for day services:
General comments






The ability to drop into day centres for particular sessions without
having to block book for the whole day
Advice services to attend drop in sessions at day centres, for example
the Citizens Advice Bureau
Opening times to vary, including evenings and weekends
To have a friendship group
Services to be linked to family and carers

Health related comments













To have outcomes linked to health measures, including good health
(including sexual health), dental and opticians
Enabling choice
Healthy eating, including portion size
Health action plans, including links with activities
Help and support in attending health appointments, this includes help
with transport
Chiropody and cutting toe nails
Basic health checks
Information on how to access annual health checks and how to
promote
Day centres having a contractual obligation to promote health and
wellbeing
For staff to be educated on health issues ; to include this in the
specification, in particular around regular/ ongoing staff training
Health promotion services to run from day centres
Diabetes awareness: how to shop and choose food. Raising
knowledge around health aspects

There was a discussion with the group about the most important health
related aspects of day services. The group felt that the two most important
issues were:



The ability to drop into day centres for particular sessions without
having to block book for the whole day
To have outcomes linked to health measures, including good health
(including sexual health), dental and opticians
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Cornwall Council Adult Care and Support Teams
Three events were held with Cornwall Council professional staff to gain
insight and feedback. The focus was on the non-council run services,
exploring what currently worked well and identifying future needs. Adult
Care and Support teams include the team manager, social worker,
community care co-ordinator, and student social workers.
Staff are well placed to observe the current and emerging needs for day
service provision; and to identify how day services can contribute to overall
wellbeing and service user outcomes.

Summary:
Common themes were identified at each of the three sessions.
These were the need for:
Day services to be flexible over drop in sessions and opening hours. To
focus on outcomes, meeting need and offering personal development.
Support on life skills. People are supported to play a part in the wider
community.

Liskeard
Service Manager, Team Manager plus 9 members of staff
Key issues identified:


Respite for the Carer: can we look at information from Carers
Assessments to ensure we are meeting need?



Day services should be about development and meeting a need, not
about providing support.



Focus on the ‘need’ not the ‘want’



Focus on key life skills



People then more able to do wider range of activities



PA’s attending Day Services can be an issue about access.



Gap in provision for ‘drop in services’ – is this part of Day Services?



Consider provision around the borders – Holsworthy/ Plymouth – use
of the Life Centre.
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Camborne
Senior Practitioner plus 3 staff members.
Key issues identified:






















There is a wide range of day services
Only some seem to be for the full day, many are 9.30 – 3.30.
Want to have an outcome focus and not be activity based
Recognise there is no one size fits all
Good to have a drop in facility
Not everyone wants to have a full day – like school
Services should focus on wellbeing
Help people relax
Services should be personalised. Adapted to the needs of the
individual, not just the activities that the service is offering that day
Noted that Cornwall has a good range of facilities and provision
already and that there is a wide spread of provision
Some staff had worked out of county and recognised that Cornwall
was well serviced
The Specification should include outcomes that social workers use
Should have a focus on life skills
Set range of outcomes but recognise that different activities can be
ways of meeting these
Care plans need to be recorded / updated / progressed / reviewed /
assessed re the positive changes for the individual
In tender the providers should be able to demonstrate how they
identify outcomes / how translate this into an action plan / how
monitor / how deliver this
Good to have ageless services
Good to have generic services. Based on ability to meet needs, not
broken down into learning disability, age, physical disability
Wider community engagement = wider community knowledge and
more acceptance
Move to a more joined up approach across operations /
commissioners / providers. Create circle of information that feeds
into all

St Austell
Senior Practitioner plus 6 staff members.
Key issues identified:



Important to have progression for people, for individuals to be able to
see improvements and their achievements
One model could be modular learning
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Key like skills need to be addressed such as cooking skills and travel
How can we chart the progress and see the difference
Links to employment
Learning key skills into employment so people are more ready to be
able to think about what work they could do and could enjoy
What can we learn from different models?
Might be worth a visit to Plymouth who have a drop in centre, people
do not need to book for the whole session
Good to have services that do not separate on age – so people do not
have to stop at the age of 65
Good for age and LD issues to be delivered in same service
There are a lot of activities in the community where people could go
e.g. lunch clubs, church events, plant sales
How do we support people to do things that interest them, like the
above, rather than having everything based in buildings and
separate?
Cultural issues with some carers – used to having the services
delivered in a certain way and wary of change
Too much focus on the safety of the individual and not the benefits to
them
Lots of charity activities e.g. through the stroke society or the
Alzheimer’s society. Are there better ways of linking in people to
these activities and networks?
Role of colleges? How to create links
Apprenticeships?
Can the LA be doing more re employment?
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Survey Results
Results are from an online survey and an easy read printed questionnaires.
The surveys were promoted and distributed via:








Cornwall People First
Carers Service
Disability Cornwall
Commissioning Team
Cornwall Council in house services
All known external day services
Communities and Devolution Team

People and providers were encouraged to share and promote the surveys
widely.
The easy read questionnaires were in two formats, one designed by
Cornwall People First for adults with a learning disability, and one for all
adults with a social care need. The questions were similar but with some
tailored questions.
There was a separate survey for carers. This was also available online and
in paper version.
The survey was open for 6 weeks and closed on 12th February 2016.

Responses
There were a total of 187 responses. 132 responses were from individual
service users and 55 from carers.
This is a high response rate and we are very pleased how many people took
the time to tell us what they want and need from support services.

Data Control
There were three different surveys. Many of the questions were the same
and the results have been combined where that is useful.
In all cases we have identified how many people answered the question.
Some people chose not to answer some of the questions.
For example, there were 55 carer responses so in addition to showing some
charts as % we have also given the actual numbers. This means that a
carer related question that shows 80% equates to 44 people.
Note that many day services distributed the questionnaire.
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All Responses
Who completed the survey?
In total 187 people responded to the questionnaires.
132 responses were from individual service users and 55 carers.
In two of the questionnaires we asked if they were male or female. 127
people responded.
81 were male and 48 female.
All three questionnaires asked their age range. There were 178 responses
to this question. Almost half (48.9%) of responses are from people aged 46
– 65.

18 – 25
26 – 35
36 – 45
46 – 55
56 – 65
66 – 75
76 – 85
86 – 91
92 +

16
23
27
45
42
16
9
0
0

Disability
187 people identified if they had a disability.
131 people said yes. 56 people said no.
Some people identified their disability:
Learning Disability (3); Physical disability – mobility: hip (1 artificial and 2
having issues), knee (2) or back (2); Chronic fatigue (1); Down syndrome
(3);
Epilepsy (1); Down syndrome with autistic tendencies; CMT – muscular
dystrophy; Full time power chair user; On the autistic spectrum

Employment
118 people responded to the question on ‘are you in employment’.
34 people said yes. 84 said no.
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Regular help
123 people answered the question: ‘Does anyone help you on a regular
basis?’
70 people said yes, someone did help them on a regular basis. 53 people
did not have regular help.
19 respondents gave further information and identified the following as
people who help them:
 wife/ husband (5)
 partner/ boyfriend (4)
 parents (1)
 son (1)
 paid carer/ respite staff (9)

Current location
This question was not asked in all 3 surveys.
115 people responded.
Bodmin - 6
Brighton - 1 Callington - 4
Camborne - 14
Cannonstown - 4 Falmouth - 3
Fowey - 1
Hayle – 4
Helston - 1 Launceston - 1
Liskeard - 5 Newquay - 3 Padstow - 1
Par - 3
Penryn - 1
Penzance - 12
Perranporth - 1
Playing Place - 1 Truro - 41
Redruth – 10
Saltash - 6
St Austell - 17
St Ives - 1
Torpoint - 1
Wadebridge - 1

Service Users
132 Service Users responded to the survey. Some people completed the
hard copy questionnaires, and some people completed the online survey.

Do you attend activities during the day?
111 people said that they did currently attend day services.
The services that people identified included is listed alphabetically:
Access Theatre; Age Concern Newquay; Blantyre Centre; Boscawen Farm;
Choice; Churchtown Match; Cornwall People First; Crackermac; Creative
Workshop; Drym Valley Centre; Echo centre; Fitwiddle; Gateway centre;
GEEN; Gorfenna; Heather Lane Nurseries; John Daniel centre; Moorvue
Farm; Morley Tamblyn; Murdoch and Trevithick; People & Gardens; Rethink; Scope; St Johns; St Justins; The Priory; Truro College;
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Are the opening times right for you?
114 people responded to this question. 94% of the respondents said yes
the opening times were right.
Yes – 107. No – 7.

Alternative Times
When would you like day activities to be open? Please tick all that apply
Note that people could choose more than one option.
One person commented: Weekends are the lonely time for me, so would be
nice to meet up with others at weekend.

Would you like day activities to be
open: please tick all that apply
Respon
Answer Options
se
Count
66
in the evening
50
on Saturday
39
on Sunday
4
on a Bank Holiday

Total no of people who answered
this question: 78

Are there any factors that are stopping you from accessing day
services?
69 people said no there was nothing stopping them accessing services. 9
people said yes. Note that 91 of the 132 people who completed the survey
currently use day services.

Please tell us what is preventing you from accessing services.
The 9 people who answered gave the following reasons:






Funding - 6
Lack of transport – 5
Lack of service provision – 4
Difficulty in leaving the home – 3
Lack of things to interest me at the centre – 3
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Other reasons identified are:
I cannot get there with my bus pass; emotional support; cost;
boring; cut back to once a fortnight; lack of capacity and suitable
staff; building not being suitable; no social worker so no service
provision; no family support; not want to be involved with other
people; lack of public transport for longer distances in Cornwall; no
transport for people needing assistance

How far are you able to travel for activities? (in miles)
Many people did not answer how far they could travel but identified where
they wanted to go. Only one person was able to travel over 10 miles, and
one person over 15 miles. One person would travel for 30 minutes and 1 up
to an hour.
Other comments are:
I do not go out in the evenings. Anywhere by train or bus or car. Anywhere
in the UK. I can only go out if someone takes me. I will look at evening
timetables.
Here are a list of the towns people identified as place they are willing to go
to and how many are willing to do so:
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Bodmin 3; Callington 1; Camborne 7; Cannonstown 5; Carbis Bay 1; Hayle
1; Helston 3; Illogan 1; Leedstown 1; Liskeard 3; Newquay 2; Par 1;
Perranporth 1; Praze 1; Port Isaac 1; Pendeen 1; Perranwell 1; Penance 11;
Plymouth 2; Redruth 10; Saltash 4; Scorrier 1; St Agnes 1; St Austell 11;
St Ives 2; Torpoint 1; Truro 22

Community Activities
What sort of activities would you like to do, or be involved with in your
community?
99 people responded to this question.
11 people said ‘none’ – there were no activities they wanted to be involved
in with the community.

There was a long list of suggested activities which we have set out in
alphabetical order.
Art = 1; Art and Crafts =5; Band = 3; Baking = 2; Beach = 3; Bowling =
9; Bingo = 3; Bird watching = 1; Bus ride = 1; Car washing = 1; Chess =
2; Church = 2; Cinema club= 11; Climbing = 1; Coastal visits – 1; College
Courses = 2; Community speed watch = 1; Computers = 4; Concerts = 1;
Cooking or food preparation = 3; Craft groups = 5; Dancing = 2; Day trips
= 8; Disco (1 specified LD) = 2; DJ = 1; Dog walking = 2; Dominoes = 2;
Drama = 1; Eating out = 10; First aid course = 2; Football = 4; Friends =
7; Gardening/ community garden centre = 4; Hairdressers = 1; Hip hop =
1; History group = 1; Horse riding = 1; Keep fit = 3; Knitting = 9; Maths
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= 1; Music = 7; Murder mystery = 1; Pampering = 1; Picnics = 2;
Photography = 1; Pottery = 3; Pub = 7; Reading or book club = 1;
Shopping = 17; Sewing = 4; Singing = 3; Social clubs or gatherings = 9;
Specific younger people group = 1; Steam rallies = 1; Surfing = 1;
Swimming = 10; Tennis = 1; Theatre = 5; Train rides – 1; Volunteering =
5 (including one volunteer at Oxfam and one at Portreath bakery); Walking
= 4; Watching sports = 2; Work = 2; Woods = 3;
Comments included:
Anything really, but something specifically for younger people, as there
seem to be several groups available for old people, but nothing suitable for
young people

Would you join a group where people had the same interest as you?
This could be a sport, art, walking or acting?
101 out of 113 people (89%) who answered this question said that they
would like to join a group where people shared their interests.
People identified a wide range of interests. This list does not include every
activity that people mentioned, we have included community based
activities that were suggested by 5 or more people.
In order of the most popular:
Music – playing or listening
Sports – playing or watching
Arts
Walking (including with a dog)
Drama / acting
Film / Cinema / TV club
Crafts
Dancing
Shopping
Trips out
Cooking
Pottery
Swimming
Gardening
Knitting
Bowling
Computers
Singing
Reading
Pool
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23
22
21
17
16
16
12
12
11
11
10
10
9
9
7
7
5
5
5
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Combined data – people who use services and carers
What would you like from a service? Please tick all boxes that are relevant

Blue is service user and burgundy is carer response.

Would you like a service to do any of the following? Please tick all that
apply

Blue is service user and burgundy is carer response.
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What sort of buildings or places would be good for day and / or
evening services?
Several people said that their current service was a good place.
Other suggestions included:
Penzance

Churches / Church Halls

Village hall
Youth centres

Hospital

Library
Theatres

Leisure centre

Sports Centre

Farms

Schools

Colleges

Community Centre

Clubs / Night clubs

Restaurant / Café Shops
Lifeboat
Social clubs

Bingo

Pubs
Beach

Swimming pool
Watching Sports

There were many comments that the building needed to be accessible, safe
and secure. There needed to be good easy disabled access, parking, good
transport links, a place to make or buy drinks and food.
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Carers
There was a specific questionnaire for carers. There were 55 responses.

Care responsibility
28 Carers had care responsibility for more than one person.

Does your caring role prevent you from doing other activities?
47 people answered this question. There was an almost even split with 23
people saying yes they were prevented from doing other activities and 24
saying no.
18 Carers gave details and examples about what they could not easily do:
1. hobbies - work =- housework - shopping, paying bills, all activities,
dealing with daily life
2. Little time for activities due to SU demands and support needs. Used
to be out at the theatre, dining, day trips, walking, visiting friends,
holidays
3. There is little time for activities because of the demands & support
needed by service users. Used to be dining out, theatre, day trips,
walking, visiting friends, holidays
4. I don't seem to have much time to myself to go walking, shopping,
out with friends etc
5. Work and hobby
6. Work and hobby
7. Having to drive my mom around a lot as no bus service. Feel like i
don’t have any time to myself
8. social engagements, shopping, spending a night )or more) away,
general living
9. The freedom to do what I want when and where I want. Everything
has to be planned around the caring role. I had to give up a teaching
career because of my caring role
10.Leisure activities, holidays, travel
11.Holidays,.. walks that my husband couldn’t manage i.e. over rough
ground or standing to look at view etc.
12.Work and hobby
13.Mainly social contact with friends and family
14.Leaving my husband overnight
15.to have time on my own
16.A holiday
17.I am a trustee of two charities and treasurer for a number of interest
groups. My caring roles restrict my availability to fulfil these functions
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without hiring in private sitters for my wife and son - which is
expensive
18.Being able to take a break with my partner.
sometimes my hobbies
Does your cared for attend a day service?
44 people answered this question. 26 said yes day services were used. 18
people said the person they cared for did not use day services.
People were asked to identify which day service they used. Responses
included:
Boscawen Farm
Choices
Workshop
Shared Lives
John Daniel
Mid Cornwall HUB
Home Farm
People & Gardens

Holifield Farm
College

Kehelland
Creative

Memory Café
Heather Lane
Centre
Moorvue
Mannas
Greenbank
Morley Tamblyn Lodge
trust Murdock & Trevithick
Priory
Access Theatre

What is the most important aspect of day services?
Carers were asked to rate the most important aspect of day services for
them, and rank them in order of preference:

The green are those who chose it as their number 1 option and orange is the
number 2 option.
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Are the opening times of day services right?
36 out of 55 people answered this question. 18 people had said that the
person they care for did not use day services so this indicates a high
response rate amongst those who do use day services.
29 people thought the opening times were right. 7 people did not.
Alternative times
Carers were asked when they would like services to be available.

Combined Service User and Carer on opening times
What other opening times would you like? There was a common pattern to
wanting additional opening times, particularly for evenings and Saturdays.
78 service users and 14 carers responded.

Are there factors that prevent the person you care for from accessing
day services?
42 carers answered this question. 23 said that there were factors that
prevented the person they care for accessing services. 19 said there were
not.
Those that answered ‘yes’ to the above, were asked to describe what those
factors were:
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Funding 6
Transport 5

Lack of provision 4
Multiple reasons 4
Not want to be involved
2

How far can you travel to access services for the person you care for?
(in miles)
35 people answered this question.
Miles able to travel
0
0-5
6-10
11-20
21 +

Number of people
5
13
6
5
6

Of the 6 people that stated 21+ miles, 3 had specified unlimited.

What sort of activities would you like to see available in the community
for the person you care for?
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One person commented: “The person I care far doesn't really like going to
any day services even the one they have”

Would you like the person you care for to be able to join a group where
people had the same interests? for example a sport, art, walking or acting
There were 37 responses. There was a clear preference for common interest
groups with 30 people wanting the person they care for to have access to
shared interest activities. 7 people did not want this.

There was a very long list of potential shared interests. The most popular
were:






Walking
Swimming
Theatre / acting
Music
Arts and crafts

The full list of suggestions is set out in alphabetical order:
Acting; Alcoholics Anonymous; Arts and Crafts; Art club; Ask4All; Bowling;
Card making; Church groups; Cinema; Computer; Cooking; Cooking on a
budget; Dancing; Drama/ Theatre; Dining clubs; Drumming; Gardening;
Healthy cooking; History; Holidays; Holiday centres; Keep Fit activities;
Knitting; Music; Music venues; National Trust visits; Needlework; Painting;
Photography; Playing cards; Quizzes; Reading groups; Sewing; Singing;
Social clubs; Spiritualism/ reiki; Sports; Story writing; Supervised
walking/ rambling groups; Swimming; Talking.
One person commented:” Nothing currently available so anything is better
than nothing”
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Follow Up Consultation Events
Following the initial consultation three further events were held to gather
additional feedback and to focus on some key questions.
The events were open to service users, carers and professionals. Invites
were sent to external day services, council social care teams, service users
and carers.
Locations were Redruth Community Centre, 15th March; Liskeard Liskerrett
Centre, 16th March and Falmouth Emmanuel Baptist Church, 17th March.
There were five key areas that we wanted to explore further:
1. Opening Times
2. What is the role of the building in day services how does this
fit with being part of the community?
3. What do you think support services should help with?
4. How can we know if things are successful?
5. Meeting Outcomes
The face to face and survey responses had identified these areas as
important.
The follow up events also gave us an opportunity to explore how the key
themes from the consultations aligned with our outcome measures.
Commissioning uses a combination of the Adult Social Care Outcomes
Framework (ASCOF) and outcomes in the Care Act 2014.
The most relevant outcomes to day services were used as a basis for the
group exercises.
1. Outcome: A good quality of life includes:
in control over what support is delivered
maintain a family and social life
contribute to community life
avoid loneliness and isolation
2. Outcome: Meeting your need for care and support includes
have the best health and wellbeing
earlier diagnosis and intervention
support enables you to gain / regain your independence
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3. Outcome: Feeling good about your care and support includes
users / carers / families are respected as equal partners
people know what choices are available to them
support is sensitive to the needs of each individual
4. Outcome: Feeling safe includes:
you enjoys physical safety and feel secure
you are free from abuse, harassment and neglect
you are supported to plan ahead and have freedom to manage risks

Cornwall People First were contracted to deliver the sessions to ensure that
they were accessible and designed to enable everyone to participate.
The focus groups ran for 2 hours. Each focus group was asked to consider
all 5 of the questions. The group had 15-20 minutes for each question;
these were passed on to the next group to comment on and build on the
responses.
In total 42 people attended the three events. The responses have been
combined across the three events.

A big thumbs up from one of the Cornwall People First self-advocates
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1.

Opening Times

What do you think about opening times changing?















Change of individual routines
A lot of people are already supported to attend evening activities,
both independently and with staff support
Have considered maybe doing some evening ‘meets’ to try and
involve some people that are supported but cannot attend during the
day.
Saturday and evenings would be good
3:30pm too early to finish – want to stay later. Open later.
Not Sunday – this is chill out day!
Don’t base my life on school holidays or timetables, I am an adult
Really good idea to change opening times – not just 9-4
At present they are 9:00 to 3:30 which is ideal.
Issue could be transport, especially for rural places
Viability for provider to have enough individuals to attend a session –
would need structure and organisation to set up with set day and set
evenings.
Evenings would give opportunities for new activities, could make
better use of facilities and buildings using them ‘off peak’.

What would you like to do in the evenings and on Saturdays?
Bowling; clubbing; pubs; meet with friends; cinema; garden centres;
shops; national trust gardens; cooking and eating with friends; social venue
just to meet friends; night clubbing/ disco; Boardmasters, festivals, rallies
(vintage), race for the sun; lots to do in Cornwall but cannot do it if only
funded for the day time; out for meals, cinema; car boot sales; football,
Hall for Cornwall.
Access to different community activities, and events, that are open to the
rest of the population.
Joint holidays/ weekends away/ Butlins.
Transport is an issue. Some services provide transport.
What is the role of a support service to offer evening and weekend
activities, rather than your family / friends / pa?
Provide a meeting place or venue with facilities. Support with planning
activities.
Co-ordination of gatherings; Information on what’s on
Use of volunteers to arrange gatherings
Informal social network
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Providing transport. Or PA and friends and family help to meet up with
friends. People don’t necessarily want parents to take them out.
What would need to happen to make this possible?
Good means of communication to inform what is going on – Facebook?
Website?
Venue – p.c. facilities that are appropriate (changing beds/ hoist etc.).
Transport planner/ buddy.
Access to information about local events and activities
Flexible staffing rota’s etc
Co-ordinator ‘marketing’ what is happening.
Money/ people/ transport
Acceptance of risk and change to the system
Organisation and time to develop new approaches and ideas
Co-ordination of a what’s on and volunteer management.
Shared responsibility with a group of families and members of the families

2.

What is the role of the building in day services how does this fit
with being part of the community?

What is important about having a centre?
Meeting people in the community, and my community
Based at the centre, but with a lot of work in the community
To be involved in making decisions
Warm and dry in the centre; avoid pacing the streets; place to gather; a
place to feel safe. It should be a welcoming place.
Must be local to access community
Making new friends; meeting people.
Access to different activities: discos; Eden Project; bowling; hockey;
computers; from our nail bar group – having nails done professionally.
Hub for: socialising, a place where activities can take place; training/
interests; drop in; social support; advice; choice; less isolating; prevent
isolation; area for private/ confidential information/ advice exchange; peer
support.
L.D. – needs support – same staff. Staff know the person.
How should the building fit with the wider community?
Build-up of trust; Sports – access by minibus; Open day – fund raising
Events open to all; Police training.
Promotes choice, opportunities – both in the centre and in the bigger
community
Slimming world
Open to engagement with community group.
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All ages: families, funders, leaders, volunteers, new stuff, skills, activities,
rent and share space with community groups/ services and families.
Eat well for less; cooking club - college chef, health promotion; open to
everyone; community involvement; choices; connecting with colleges.
What does it mean to be part of a group? What makes that
successful?
Learning new skills
Different groups for different reasons.
Selling things to make money for the group
Share views – comments; shared interests, shared issues.
Different people with shared interests
Can do things that you cannot do alone – team games & quiz team
Feel safe; feel connected and understood; power to have a voice and
support each other; company – not alone.
What should the centre be? What should this look like?
Lots of different resources, e.g. the art room
Don’t want it institutionalised.
Social club; town/ village/ church hall; café; sports centre; library garden –
an important area to have use of.
Easy access
A meeting place in its own right – just as a library is. A place that links us
to the community – offers choice, opportunities and creates the ability to
make choices.
Need for a ‘hub’ to meet other people. Arrange outings, somewhere to go
on a rainy day.
Give an opportunity for people to do things as a group, access sports, do
things with their colleagues.
We have a personal budget to spend, but need the services available to
buy. Many people have personal budgets and personal assistants, but not
the opportunity to meet up and do things together.
Could also be voluntary work – litter cleaning; woodland maintenance; car
washing or dog-walking
Need access to toilets (lack of toilets in towns and equipment for personal
care).
Lack of support for specialist/ complex needs, safe spaces or sensory
rooms.
Storage and adaptable rooms and spaces for running a range of activities
Staff experienced with support work at venues.
Public engagement is positive, but could bring issues or raise safeguarding
issues. Needs to be managed properly
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3.

What do you think support services should help with?

What role should the support service have in helping you
make friends and meet new people?
By having a ‘hub’
By attending day services I have made new friends. Regular days mean
that I can see my friends regularly and maybe make new ones.
Offers lots of opportunities to meet up with people both in the centre and
the bigger community
Mutual interest activities – inclusion (pairing up buddy)
PMLD must not be forgotten.
By engaging in the community, work placements, volunteering, education
and events
Putting people in touch with like-minded individuals
By providing access
Supporting an individual within events/ groups
Coffee groups, Lunch clubs
Support groups can canvas local resources to put on events.
Need for many different places to meet, so they can meet different people
and make new friends.
Dating agency and Friend agency
How can you meet new people?
Day centre; discos; gateway club, horizon club, youth clubs, at work
placements, through clubs, dance groups.
Open to all evening classes, community events, college courses, mutual
interest clubs and volunteer placements.
By going to events where people with similar interests meet. This means
you have something in common to form the basis for friendship. This can
happen through hobby groups, education, volunteering, or through work.
How can you spend time with people with the same interests as
yourself?
Organisation, planning, research, community mapping, advertising events
Identifying people’s interests and matching them to local events.
If level of interest warrants facility local resources could instigate particular
events.
Buddying or mentoring – support of individuals within the community –
skills/ interest matching.
Can you do this on your own?
Depends on people’s ability and funding
In time maybe, if I have the right support. However as the Council has
squeezed the prevention aspect of the budget, this is very unlikely.
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How can your support service help you do this?
Transport to and from events.
Maybe offer the opportunity to join in with lots of different events.
To find out about things Mutual interest buddies – transport.
Sharing information. Accessible
Finding out your interests
Finding out resources available
Support to approach/ access.
Providing information about what is available.
Going to different activities. Sharing interests. Facebook.

4.

How can we know if things are successful?

How can we know if things are going well?
Reviews, positive feedback
People are happy, feel part of something, have value, sense of
achievement. Making meaningful relationships; feel safe; meeting or
exceeding your potential. Feeling listened to.
By asking us! Face to face.
Quality checking (reviews)
By support services knowing the person they work with – can the person
speak up for themselves?
Questionnaires – variety of formats
Carer – we go to reviews once a year (all). What has he done, what he
wants to do. If he is happy or any problems. What he wants to achieve.

Do you think the following things are important?
These were the ones that the group ticked yes to:
Quality of life; learning new skills; being able to try new activities; a sense
of purpose; being able to be more independent; a sense of achievement for
everyone.
Gaining qualifications, gaining certificates, links to college, links to
employment: will be useful to some, but has to be useful.

How would you set goals for yourself?
What would I like to do/ achieve or improve?
Realistic goals; long term and short term steps.
Enough time allowed. Review if still valid.
Finding out what you wish to achieve. This requires information and
knowledge about what is out there, knowing what makes you happy and will
provide a sense of wellbeing and achievement.
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Time scales: knowing how long it will take so you can pace yourself. Maybe
break down into chunks.
Have a mentor/ support worker to support you.
Make a list of goals!
Person Centred Planning.

How will you know if you are doing well?
Certificates, election, in writing, pat on the back (self-encouragement),
feeling good about it, people telling you, you feel more confident, bench
mark achievements, body language and facial expression.
Feedback – achieving the steps toward achieving your goals/ outcome
Person centred plan
To help make aims and ambitions coherent
Different plans, reviews at each day centre - Carers link this up at the
moment
Would it be an idea for the review process to follow the person – rather
than doing one in each place? Circle of support – that includes all services.

How will you show other people that you are doing well?
Tell them; newsletters; performances and shows; body language, facial
expression and gestures; coast group; photo’s; willingness to participate;
show people what you made; show the paperwork.
Award showing achievement; newsletter.
You will be competent about showing and talking about skill
You will be using your skill – it may provide access to employment
Celebrating the achievement/ acknowledgement

How can we check that these things are going well for you?
person centred planning and reviews;
review from various involved parties (shared lives/ contract reviews);
regular (positive) feedback; answer questions; decide your goals – who
decides your goals?
By asking; regular feedback; reports.
Personal care plan/ goals
Quality review of services
If they have a plan, make sure services know and feed into it. Should have
person centred plan. We can check at ‘circle meetings’ – invite day service
to ‘circles’.
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5.

Meeting Outcomes

There are 4 key outcome areas
1. A good quality of life – this includes:
in control over what support is delivered
maintain a family and social life
contribute to community life
avoid loneliness and isolation
What can we do for this to happen?
Effective communication
Problem solving together
Trust
Offering an environment where an individual feels safe.
Centres, forums (by user of service)
Ensuring there is an annual assessment with carer/ advocate. Person
centred plans for all. ‘we all must be citizens’. PCP – quality checking
(feelings not statistics)

2. Meeting your need for care and support – this includes:
have the best health and wellbeing
earlier diagnosis and intervention
support enables you to gain / regain your independence
What can we do for this to happen?
Have the services available for people to access – at the times that people
want to access them.
Having the right funding in place to access what I need.
Offering choice – offering individuals a choice of activities/ opportunities
Simplify whole system of funding – buying into services.
Health and Social Care Funding – merge: no arguments.
Strong leadership
Ensuring that Person Centred Planning is met/ adhered to plan
Regular review and participation of person
4 key outcomes are great.
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3. Feeling good about your care and support – this includes:
users / carers / families are respected as equal partners
people know what choices are available to them
support is sensitive to the needs of each individual
What can we do for this to happen?
Person centred support plan
Education
Easy read access to information
Reviews – regular ones.
Feedback from customer and their circle of support
Being involved in planning; Taking control of your care plan
Making sure it reflects your needs and preferences.
Information availability
Access to services and resources

4. Feeling safe – this includes:
you enjoys physical safety and feel secure
you are free from abuse, harassment and neglect
you are supported to plan ahead and have freedom to manage
risks
What can we do for this to happen?
Knowing that there is someone I can talk to, that I TRUST.
Have support with my choices around being able to take risks.
Trust. Talking and being listened to.
Having a ‘pleasant’ safe environment.
Feeling part of your community, e.g. safe places: establishments that
individuals can safely go if they feel unsure and in need of help.
Be part of a strong group.
As a family member they want to be sure that providers can meet adult
protection and have knowledge and training to meet their son/ daughter’s
needs.
Recording and evidencing.
Responding to people’s needs
Leading an effective service
Good consistent staff.
How can Cornwall Council check that these are happening?
Checking on personal plans and outcomes
Checking on spend of personal budgets.
Good consistent staff.
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Conclusion
The consultation and engagement we have carried out has provided us with
a solid understanding on what people want and need from day services.
There has been valuable input from all key stakeholder groups. The
knowledge we have gained has been enormously helpful in gaining a clearer
understanding of the role and purpose of good day services.
The consultation has raised some questions that we want to investigate
further. Commissioning will undertake a number of focus groups and indepth work on key themes to further inform the specification we will
develop for the future of our non-council day service provision.

What Will Happen Now?
Cornwall Council is committed to further work with all key stakeholders to
co-produce the service specification for the forthcoming tender.
There will be ongoing opportunities throughout the summer for people who
use services, carers, professionals and providers to explore some key issues
with us.

The tender for new services will go ahead in the autumn.
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If you would like this information
in another format please contact:
Cornwall Council
County Hall
Treyew Road
Truro TR1 3AY
Telephone: 0300 1234 100
Email: enquiries@cornwall.gov.uk
www.cornwall.gov.uk
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